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ALL-STARS

All-District

First Team
1989 Laurie Gillespie (F)

Second Team
1990 Christy Leehan (Def)
1990 Angie Moore (MF)
1990 Katie Isley (F)
1990 Erin Murphy (F)
1992 Darcy Neil (MF)
1992 Jenny Neorr (Def)
1992 Erin Murphy (F)

Northwest Soccer Conference

First Team
1990 Christy Leehan (Def)
1990 Katie Isley (F)
1990 Erin Murphy (F)
1991 Angie Moore (F)
1992 Rondi Becker (Def)
1992 Jenny Neorr (Def)
1992 Darcy Neil (MF)

PNWAC

First Team
1994 Erin Hamilton (F)
1994 Darcy Neil (Def)
1995 Kerry Moffat (MF)
1995 Darcy Neil (Def)
1995 Melissa Sawyer (Def)
1996 Abby Hovsepian (F)
1996 Kerry Steele (MF)
1996 Melissa Sawyer (Def)
1997 Judy Koenigs (F)
1997 Liz Colgan (MF)
1997 Melissa Sawyer (Def)
1997 Gretchen Talmadge (Def)
1997 Melissa Routh (Def)

Honorable Mention
1994 Kerry Moffat (MF)
1994 Timary Estby (MF)
1994 Rondi Becker (Def)
1995 Erin Hamilton (F)
1997 Dana Hansen (F)
1997 Melissa Budde (MF)

PACWEST

First Team
1998 Amber Rikerd (GK)
1998 Liz Colgan (MF)
1998 Melissa Sawyer (Def)
1999 Stephanie Sanders (Def)

Second Team
1999 Rebecca LaLiberte (Def)
1999 Jenny Merkel (F)

Academic
1998 Amber Rikerd (GK)
1998 Gretchen Talmadge (Def)

Pacific Northwest Region

First Team
1995 Darcy Neil (Def)
1997 Liz Colgan (MF)
1997 Melissa Sawyer (Def)

Second Team
1996 Abby Hovsepian (F)
1996 Kerry Steele (MF)
1996 Melissa Sawyer (Def)
1997 Judy Koenigs (F)

NAIA All-Americans

Second Team
1997 Melissa Sawyer

Honorable Mention
1995 Darcy Neil
1997 Liz Colgan

Academic
1994 Kerry Trabont
1995 Dawn Green
1996 Abby Hovsepian
1997 Gretchen Talmadge

National Statistics (Top 20)
1990 Goal Keeping Sloan Harris (6th, 1.00)
1990 Goal Keeping Sue Sapp (10th, 1.22)
1990 Team Scoring Central (15th, 2.44)
1990 Team Scoring Defense Central (12th, 1.38)
1997 Team Scoring Central (15th, 3.53)
1997 Team Scoring Defense Central (15th, 0.89)